Murray State University SACS Accreditation Report
Format, Documentation, and Style Guide for Writers
Format
alignment

Guideline




justify text left
do not justify full or right
do not indent first line of
paragraphs

Example
This sentence illustrates sample report text
that is left justified.
This additional sentence illustrates what the
following paragraph would look like.

font



use Times New Roman 12 point
font

spacing





single space text within paragraphs
double space between paragraphs
double space between headings and
text

See the example for alignment.

quotations



if quotation is three typed lines or
fewer, incorporate quotation within
the text, using quotation marks
if quotation is more than three
typed lines, use an indented block
quotation format, single spacing the
quotation
do not underline, italicize, or bold
quotations

The National Council for Accreditation of
Teacher Education (NCATE) accredited the
College of Education in 2009 “at the initial
teacher preparation and advanced preparation
levels.”

The Undergraduate Bulletin outlines current
grade appeal procedures.



italicize longer or independently
published titles
italicize to emphasize text, but do
so judiciously

underline



do not underline

bold




bold headings and section titles
bold figure titles





italics



Documentation
referencing

Guideline



for references to supporting
documents refer to source in
brackets
provide detailed location of a
specific passage if available (page
and paragraph numbers, section title
or number) within the brackets

According to NCATE
this accreditation decision indicates
that the unit and its programs meet
rigorous standards set forth by the
professional education community.

Example
The minimum criteria for membership to the
graduate faculty [Faculty Handbook section
2.1.3.1] demonstrates MSU’s dedication to
ensuring appropriate qualifications for
instruction in its master’s degree programs.

storage




Style
brevity

Guideline





active voice

save an electronic copy in the
appropriate folder on the server
scan documents if possible; let the
Provost Office know if you need
help scanning/digitizing documents



Example

SACS reviewers prefer concision
avoid unnecessary adverbs and
adjectives
use sub-headers to organize
information
consider using flow charts to
illustrate complex processes and
summary tables to provide
overviews of data

poor: Throughout the semester, there are a
myriad of opportunities for students to receive
feedback from their qualified course
instructors.

use active voice whenever possible

poor: In 2009, the College of Education was
fully accredited by NCATE.

better: Faculty provide feedback to students
throughout the semester.

better: NCATE fully accredited the College
of Education in 2009.
verb tenses





use past tense verbs to describe
actions previously taken
use present tense to describe current
policies and procedures that support
compliance
use future tense only in action plans
for standards marked Partial
Compliance or Non-Compliance

In 1991, MSU established an ongoing
emphasis on several desired characteristics to
be acquired by a Murray State University
graduate.
Murray State University values a universitywide culture of continuous reflection and
evaluation that results in improvement of
student learning.
To make the percentage of student credit
hours taught by full-time faculty in extended
campus programs consistent with the
percentage at the main campus, three faculty
lines will be added over the next four years.

capitalization

capitalize the following:
 academic units when using the
unit’s entire name (lower case when
referring to majors)
 full titles for personnel (lower case
otherwise)
 President
 Provost
 University (when referring to
Murray State University)

The Department of Psychology requires
psychology majors to take statistics.
The Dean of the College of Education chaired
the committee.
The President and the Provost met with deans
to discuss retention efforts.
The University maintains the same standards
for on-line courses.

pronouns




use plural pronouns to avoid
gendered language
verb and pronoun must agree (both
be plural or singular)

not: A student must meet with his or her
advisor prior to registering for classes.
not: A student must meet with their advisor
prior to registering for classes.
Students must meet with their advisors prior
to registering for classes.

acronyms





years and
semesters





first reference to a title often
presented as an acronym should be
written out in expanded form, then
followed by the acronym in
parenthesis
use acronym thereafter in the
narrative

The National Council for Accreditation of
Teacher Education (NCATE) accredited the
College of Education in 2009. The NCATE
Accreditation Action Report highlighted
excellence in faculty qualifications,
performance, and development.

use a four-digit format for years
academic and fiscal years use
abbreviation and four-digit format
(FY 2012-2013)
fall, spring, and summer are
capitalized in references to a
specific semester; they are not
capitalized in general statements

2013
AY 2012 – 2013
FY 2011 – 2012
The Freshman Reading Experience began in
Fall 2002. Every fall semester, activities
focus on issues related to the selected text.

